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●What is Glossiness?

Gloss is a quantity that express-
es the degree of reflection when 
light hits a surface. It is detemin-
ed by comparing the strength of 
reflected light from the area be-
ing measured with that from the 
standard surface.
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●Designed and manufactured in accordance with international standard ASTMD523, ASTMD1455, ASTMC346, ASTMC584, 

ASTMD2457, DIN ENISO2813, DIN67530, ENISO7668, JISZ8741, MFT30064, TAPPIT480, GB9754, GB/T13891, GB7706 and GB8807. 

Accessories

Standard Accessories

Optional Accessories

Main Unit, 

Carrying Case,  Power adapter

Operation Manual , Optic cleaning cloth 

Holder with calibration standard

USB, RS-232C, Bluetooth™  Data Output

  Measuring Angles

Specifications

Measuring Range

Stability

Error

Resolution

Repeatability

Size

Weight

0.1 ~ 200 GU

±0.4GU/30Min

< ± 1.2GU

 ±1.0 gloss unit ( against reference standard )

0.1 GU

±0.5 GU(0 ... 99.9)

136x44x78 mm 

Built-in 3.7V lithium Battery(rechargeable)

350g (Including Batteries) 

Accuracy

E
Temperature

vironment

Relative Humidity

0~40 °C

No more than 85%

20°, 60°  20° , 60° ,85°

Power Supply

AG-1268BAG-126BAG-106B

60°

Measuring area  7x14mm ellipse

Data memorized 254 groups

* The holder removed from the main unit should be kept in a safe and clean place to prevent from damage or pollution.
* While measuring please keep environment light from directly irradiating into the measurement aperture.If necessary, 
especially under strong light, shade it with a piece of light-tight cloth.
* A big temperature difference between environment and meter would badly affect measuring accuracy. In such a case, 
please wait for a period of time till the temperature get to a balance and then calibrate the meter again.
* If measurement operation lasts a long time,for example an hour or more, it is necessary to re calibrate the meter.   

NOTES

Applications

GLOSSMETER

Selectable Measuring 

(60°)

(20°, 60°)

(20°, 60°,85°)

Choose 60 for standard gloss 
measurements. For high-gloss surfaces 
with gloss values over 70, simply switch to 
the 20 measuring angle. The selectable 
angle feature makes it easy to measure 
glossy surfaces.

One-Touch Calibration
Just press the calibration key (CAL) to start 
automatic, sequential zero-span calibration.

Power key

Angle conversion key

Measuring key

Delete key

Read key

Calibration key

Download To PC
This meter can communicate with PC by 
optional USB or RS232 cable and software.

Data Memorizing
The glossmeter can store up to 254 groups 
of data with measuring condition. If the 
memory is full the tester will auto save the 
new reading and discard the old one.

Protective cap 
(with standard surface for calibration)

●Quality control of 
paint and ink
For quality testing, 
outdoor exposure testing, 
hue adjustment or 
luster testing.

●Check and diagnosis of 
coated surfaces
Check external coating, cleaning 
or waxing condition of vehicles, 
shops, aircraft, bridges, iron/steel 
frames, and structures or prefabricated 
structures, etc., 
and diagnosis 
of deterioration.

●Checking printed matter

Evaluation of embellishing properties
in varnishing stage (lamination, 
endless processing, etc.); evaluation
of time-induced change 
and uniformity of surface 
after drying process; 
checking paper 
surface condition.

●Checking external 
appearance 
of plastic molding

For checking external 
appearance of molded resin 
products and 
evaluating
 weather 
resistance.

●Checking building 
and masonry finishes
Inspection of external 
appearance, completed product
 test and site finish 
test in production 
stage of enamel, 
sash, floor materials, 
stone materials,
 furniture, etc.

●Floor maintenance 
needs
Inspection of waxed floor 
finishes in hotels, 
office 
buildings 
and stores.

●Other uses

For checking quality and 
external appearance
 of film, tape, rubber, 
leather, etc.
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